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8 Peter went to the sweet shop and bought 3 

lollipops.  Clare bought 5 more than Dave 

who bought 2 more than Peter.  Harriet 

bought half the amount of Clare.  If 

lollipops were 5p each how much did 

Harriet spend? 

In the questions below select one word from 

the top set of brackets and one word from the 

bottom set that are the most opposite.  Mark 

your answer on your answer sheet. 

Example 

(up     left    right) 

(in    side   down) 

ANSWER up  down 

9 (mine pay own) 

   

(shop rent return) 

   

   

10 (begin orate decorative) 

   

(origin conclude chance) 

   

   

11 (combine divide untie) 

   

(mix free subtract) 

   

   

12 (free place promote) 

   

(gracious benefit trapped) 

   

   

13 (argue shout silent) 

   

(room rowdy virtue) 

   

   

14 (whisper scream horror) 

   

(fear shout harness) 

   

   

15 (cave reflect convex) 

   

(concave review aspire) 

In the questions below select two words that  

don’t go with the other three words. 

Example 

(north compass south height east) 

Answer = compass  height 

1 (ban   give   prohibit   allow    deny) 

2 (sibling   vintage   aged   old   youthful) 

3 (search   prod   poke   jab   elect) 

4 (calf   baby   heel   cub   thigh)    

5 (bronze   gold   diamond   steel   metal) 

6 (port   harbour   ship   marina   boat) 

7 (leaf   branch   shop   root   green) 
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In the questions below select the word that 

best goes with each sentence.  Mark both 

answers on your answer sheet. 

Example 

Little is to 

(large   life    tiny) 

as true is to  

(tale   false   truth) 

Answer large   false 

23 Two is to 

(legs   four   eyes) 

As four is to 

(eight   golf   wheels) 

24 fair is to 

(fare   fire   flip) 

As  pour is to 

(poor   pound   liquid) 

25 tin is to 

(soup   metal   nit) 

As nitrogen is to 

(oxygen   gas   air ) 

26 Salmon is to 

(river   fish   grill) 

As banana  is to 

(monkey   tree   yellow) 

  

27 Nose is to 

(smell   face   one) 

As tongue  is to 

(muscle   taste   teeth)    

28 Decision is to 

(judge   verdict   think) 

As kill is to 

(slaughter   man   animal) 

  

In the questions below you must work out the 

answer to each sum and then mark the answer 

on the answer sheet. 

Example 

4 + 4 – 2 = 3 x 2 + (?) 

Answer = 0 

16 40 + 39 - 19 = 72 + 22 - ? 

17 18 x 2 x 2 = 11 x 3 +  (?) 

18 4 x 8 – 13 = 74 – 48 – (?) 

19 42 + 17 – 23 = 84 ÷ 2 – 18 + (?) 

20 32 x 3 – 71 = 3 x 3 x 2 + (?) 

21 16 x 3 + 17 = 41 x 2 + 17 – (?) 

  

22 6 x 3 – 7 – 11 = 42 ÷ 2 – 17 – (?) 
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In the following questions you must work out 

the link between the word and the code.  You 

must then use this link to answer the 

questions that follow:- 

29 The code for REFORM is IVULIN 

Work out the word for ZMRNZO 

  

30 The code for MATTER is NZGGVI 

Work out the word for IRNNVW 

  

  

31 The code for TOUCH is OKPYC 

Work out the word for PJYAM 

  

  

32 The code for VEIN is EVRM 

Work out the code for GOAL 

  

  

33 The code for JURY is FRNV 

Work out the word for DXPP 

  

  

34 The code for POKE is NMIC 

Work out the word for JMEQ 

  

  

35 The code for DEAD is YXVW 

Work out the code for RAGE 

  

In the questions below decide which number 

best completes the sequence. 

Example 

gri ?? og 

ha  ?? oll 

Answer D 

36 hea ?? oad 

fa ?? eef 

37 bronz ?? vidence 

ant ?? ra 

38 buil ?? epth 

floo ?? oze 

39 har ?? ove 

roa ?? anoeuvre

40 pe ?? nticipate 

bo ?? spect 

41 loa ?? aive 

fla ?? ap 

42 real ?? agnify 

stor ?? elt 
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In the questions below you must choose one 

word from the top brackets and one word 

from the bottom brackets that are similar in 

meaning 

Example 

(high   clock   speak) 

(wish   elevated   more) 

Answer – HIGH ELEVATED 

50 (united glimmer sudden) 

   

(shins joined tremble) 

   

51 (contented stammer plead) 

   

(prove roamed satisfied) 

   

52 (brutal eternal irritate) 

   

(everlasting shambles falsify) 

   

53 (paper glue product) 

   

(adhesive residence putrid) 

   

54 (reveal input withdraw)

   

(pleasure remove depot) 

   

55 (standard stump register) 

   

(normal ransom shuttle) 

   

56 (strut opinion equal) 

   

(level trauma wrinkle) 

   

In the questions the letters stand for numbers.  

Work out the answer to each sum and then 

mark the answer as a letter on the answer 

sheet. 

Example 

If A= 1 B = 2 C = 3 D = 5 = E = 6 

What is the answer to this sum as a letter? 

A + B + C = (?)    Answer = E

43 A = 4   B = 7  C = 10 D  = 3 E = 21 

B x A + D – C =  

44 A = 4 B = 8 C = 6 D = 7 E = 12 

E  ÷ A + B + D – C = 

45 A = 3 B = 7 C = 33 D = 10 = E = 6 

C ÷ A – B + E =  

46 A = 18  B = 7  C = 4 D = 5  E = 8 

A - B + C - D  + E = 

47 A = 12 B = 10  C = 4 D = 2 E = 36 

E ÷ A x C - B =  

48 A =  70 B = 5 C = 12 = D = 13 E = 9 

E X B + C + D = 

  

49 A = 3 B = 12 C = 9  D =  48 =  E = 0 

B X A ÷ C ÷ E =  
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57 What day will it be in two days if five days 

after tomorrow it is Saturday. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 

In the questions below find the next pair of 

letters and mark it on your answer sheet. 

Example 

BC is to DE 

As EF is to 

Answer GH 

65  AR is to WU  

 as KE is to  

66 TN  is to VK   

as XC is to   

67 LI is to QE  

As UD is to    

68 MN is to IR    

as XC is to   

69 GK is to LP   

as YA is to  

70 PJ is to MF   

as FT is to  

71 NA is to KE  

as SX is to

In the questions below a three letter word has 

been taken from each of the words in capitals.  

Select the word you think is missing from the 

answersheet. 

Example 

The CHER taught lots of lessons. 

Answer TEA 

58 TING can help you to lose weight. 

59 After a STGLE the police arrested 

the burglar. 

60 Seventeen add ELN is twenty eight. 

61 Think BEF you do anything foolish. 

62 Medicine can help to make you 

TER. 

63 The little boy was SED of the dark. 

64 The football player missed the last 

ALTY 
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In the questions below select one word that is 

similar in meaning to the words in the first set 

of brackets and also with the words in the 

second set of brackets.   

Example 

(needle  nail) 

(stick  fasten) 

(pin   bolt   glue   thread   adhere) 

Answer = PIN 

72 (grill  fry) 

(chef  baker) 

73 (trawler    liner) 

(pull    drag) 

74 (ghost   ghoul) 

(alcohol  drink) 

75 (number   figure) 

(finger thumb) 

76 (universe   cosmos) 

(capacity   area) 

  

77 (cage  enclose) 

(biro  marker) 

  

78 (bind  knot) 

(scarf  neckerchief) 

  

79 If Peter is twice as old as Joanne was 

last year and next year Joanne will be 

13, how old will Peter be in two 

years? 

80 If Friday is three days after tomorrow 

what day was it two days before 

yesterday? 


